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Abstract. Tropical cyclones (TC) represent a powerful, albeit highly tran-4

sient forcing able to redistribute ocean heat content locally. Recent studies5

suggest that TC-induced ocean mixing can have global climate impacts as6

well, including changes in poleward heat transport, ocean circulation and ther-7

mal structure. In several previous modeling studies devoted to this problem,8

the TC mixing was treated as a permanent (constant in time) source of ad-9

ditional vertical diffusion in the upper ocean. In contrast, this study aims10

to explore the highly intermittent character of the mixing. We present re-11

sults from a series of coupled climate experiments with different durations12

of the imposed intermittent mixing, but each having the same annual mean13

diffusivity. All simulations show robust changes in SST and ocean subsur-14

face temperature, independent of the duration of the mixing that varies be-15

tween the experiments from a few days to a full year. Simulated tempera-16

ture anomalies are characterized by a cooling in the subtropics, a moderate17

warming in mid to high latitudes, a pronounced warming of the equatorial18

cold tongue and a deepening of the tropical thermocline. These effects are19

paralleled by substantial changes in ocean and atmosphere circulation and20

heat transports. While the general patterns of changes remain the same from21

one experiment to the next, their magnitude depends on the relative dura-22

tion of the mixing. Stronger mixing, but of a shorter duration, has less of23

an impact. These results agree with a simple model of heat transfer for the24

upper ocean with a time-dependent vertical diffusivity.25
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1. Introduction

Tropical cyclones (TC), also called hurricanes and typhoons, are some of the most26

destructive weather systems on Earth. Their intense winds cause vigorous ocean vertical27

mixing [D’Asaro et al., 2007] that brings colder water to the surface while pumping warm28

surface waters downwards. Experiments with ocean models [Sriver et al., 2010] show29

that strong storms can induce vertical mixing to depths of 250m and result in a cooling30

of 6� or more in the storm’s wake. It has been argued that this vertical mixing may31

have global climate impacts by contributing to oceanic poleward heat transport [Emanuel,32

2001; Sriver and Huber, 2007] and by modifying ocean circulation and thermal structure33

[Fedorov et al., 2010]. The overarching goal of the present study is to investigate further34

the climate impacts of this mixing in a comprehensive coupled general circulation model35

(GCM). Attempts to quantify the amount of TC mixing from observations have found36

that tropical cyclones induce an annual mean diffusivity in the range of 1 cm2/s [Sriver37

and Huber, 2007; Sriver et al., 2008] to 6 cm2/s [Liu et al., 2008]. What effects could this38

additional mixing have on climate?39

Using observed tracks of tropical cyclones and a simplified ocean model, Emanuel [2001]40

estimated that TC-induced mixing contributes 1.4 ± 0.7 PW in ocean poleward heat41

transport (1PW = 1015 W ), which represents a substantial fraction of the observed heat42

transport by the oceans. He concluded that tropical cyclones might play an important role43

in driving the ocean thermohaline circulation and thereby regulating climate. Sriver and44

Huber [2007] and Sriver et al. [2008] generally supported this conclusion but downgraded45

heat transport estimates to about 0.3− 0.5 PW .46
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Using an ocean GCM, Jansen and Ferrari [2009] demonstrated that an equatorial gap in47

the TC mixing region altered the structure of the TC-generated heat transports, allowing48

for a heat convergence towards the equator. On the other hand, Jansen et al. [2010]49

suggested that the climate effects of mixing by TC could be strongly reduced by seasonal50

factors, namely by the heat release to the atmosphere in winter (this argument was based51

on the assumption that the mixing did not penetrate significantly below the seasonal52

thermocline).53

Hu and Meehl [2009] investigated the effect of hurricanes on the Atlantic meridional54

overturning circulation (AMOC) using a relatively coarse global coupled GCM in which55

tropical cyclones in the Atlantic were included via prescribed winds and precipitation.56

Their conclusion was that the strength of the AMOC in the model would increase if57

hurricane winds were taken into account; however, changes in precipitation due to hur-58

ricanes would have an opposite effect. More recently, Scoccimarro et al. [2011] used a59

TC-permitting coupled GCM and estimated the contribution of TC to the annually av-60

eraged ocean heat transport an order of magnitude smaller than suggested by Sriver and61

Huber [2007] and Sriver et al. [2008]. Their model, however, was too coarse to fully resolve62

tropical storms, leading to the simulated TC activity about 50% weaker with fewer strong63

storms than the observed.64

Korty et al. [2008] developed an intermediate-complexity coupled model with a TC65

parameterization in the form of interactive mixing in the upper ocean that depended on66

the state of the coupled system. The main aim of the study was to investigate the potential67

role of tropical cyclones in sustaining equable climates, such as the warm climate of the68

Eocene epoch. These authors noted a significant increase in TC-induced ocean mixing in69
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a warmer climate, an increase in poleward heat transport, and a corresponding warming70

of high latitudes.71

Fedorov et al. [2010] implemented a constant additional mixing within two zonal sub-72

tropical bands that they added to the upper-ocean vertical diffusivity in a comprehensive73

climate GCM. They describe a mechanism in which TC warm water parcels are advected74

by the wind driven circulation and resurface in the eastern equatorial Pacific, warming75

the equatorial cold tongue by 2-3�, deepening the tropical thermocline, and reducing76

the zonal SST gradient along the equator. This leads to El Niño-like climate conditions77

in the Pacific and changes in the atmospheric circulation (the Walker and the Hadley78

cells). While the goal of this study was to simulate the climate state of the early Pliocene79

[Fedorov et al., 2006], these results have much broader implications for the role of tropical80

cyclones in modern climate.81

The conclusions of Fedorov et al. [2010] generally agree with those of Sriver and Huber82

[2010], who added high-resolution winds from observations to a climate model, and those83

of Pasquero and Emanuel [2008], who modeled the propagation of oceanic temperature84

anomalies created by a single instantaneous mixing event. The latter authors found that85

at least one third of the warm subsurface temperature anomaly was advected by wind-86

driven circulation towards the equator, which should lead to an increase in ocean heat87

content in the tropics. In parallel, the impact of small latitudinal variations in background88

vertical mixing (unrelated to TC) was investigated in a coupled climate model by Jochum89

[2009], who concluded that the equatorial ocean is one of the regions most sensitive to90

spatial variations in diffusivity.91
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Several of the aforementioned modeling studies parametrize the effect of tropical storms92

by adding annual mean values of the TC-induced diffusivity inferred from observations93

to the background vertical diffusivity already used in an ocean model. However, a single94

tropical cyclone induces mixing of a few orders of magnitudes greater than the annual95

mean value. Thus, a question naturally arises - how reliable are results obtained by96

representing a time-varying mixing with its annual mean value? To that end, the goal97

of this study is to explore the role of intermittency (i.e. temporal dependence) of the98

upper-ocean mixing in a coupled climate model.99

Note that previously Boos et al. [2004] argued that a transient mixing could affect100

the ocean thermohaline circulation, especially if the mixing was applied near the ocean101

boundaries. However, their study was performed in an ocean only model with TC mixing102

penetrating to the bottom of the ocean.103

In our study, to mimic the effects of tropical cyclones, we use several representative cases104

of time-dependent mixing that yield the same annual mean values of vertical diffusivity.105

The approach remains relatively idealized, in line with the studies of Jansen and Ferrari106

[2009] and Fedorov et al. [2010]. A spatially uniform (but time varying) mixing is imposed107

in zonal bands in the upper ocean. We analyze changes in sea surface temperatures (SST),108

oceanic thermal structure, the meridional overturning circulation in the ocean and the109

atmosphere, and poleward heat transports.110

In addition, we formulate a simple one-dimensional model of heat transfer to understand111

the sensitivity of the sea surface temperature (SST) and heat transport to the duration of112

mixing. It accounts for the gross thermal structure of the upper ocean and incorporates113

time-dependent coefficients of vertical diffusivity. Using this simple model, we vary the114
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fraction of the year with TC-induced mixing and look at the ocean response. Both the115

comprehensive and simple models suggest that highly intermittent mixing should generate116

a response 30 to 40% weaker than from a permanent mixing of the same average value.117

2. Climate model and experiments

We explore the global climate impacts of upper ocean mixing induced by tropical cy-118

clones using the Community Climate System Model, version 3 (CCSM3) [Collins et al.,119

2006]. The ocean component of CCM3 has 40 vertical levels, a 1.25° zonal resolution,120

and a varying meridional resolution with a maximum grid size of 1° that reduces to 0.25°121

in the equatorial region. The atmosphere has 26 vertical levels and a horizontal spectral122

resolution of T42 (roughly 2.8°x 2.8°). The atmosphere and other components of the123

model, such as sea ice and land surface, are coupled to the ocean every 24 hours.124

The conventional vertical mixing of tracers in the ocean model is given by (1) a back-125

ground diffusivity ( 0.1 cm2/s in the upper ocean) attributable to the breaking of internal126

waves which is constant in time [Danabasoglu et al., 2006] and (2) a diffusivity due to127

shear instabilities, convection and double-diffusion processes parameterized by the KPP128

scheme [Large et al., 1994], which varies in time and space. The annual mean SST and129

thermal structure of the upper Pacific for this climate model are shown in Fig. 1.130

To incorporate the effects of tropical cyclones into the model, we add extra vertical dif-131

fusivity in the upper ocean within the subtropical bands, defined here as 8°-40° N/S (Fig.132

1). This additional diffusivity can vary with time throughout the year but maintains an133

annual mean value of 1 cm2/s (ten times larger than the model’s background diffusivity).134

This mean value, when applied everywhere in the subtropical bands, is probably an over-135
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estimation for the present climate; however, TC-induced diffusivity may have been even136

greater in past warm climates [Korty et al., 2008].137

The imposed diffusivity is spatially uniform, following the studies of Jansen and Ferrari138

[2009] and Fedorov et al. [2010] who looked at the gross effects of TC mixing in the139

subtropical bands and neglected zonal variations in the mixing. We ignore buoyancy140

effects associated with increased precipitation and heat fluxes generated by TC at the141

ocean surface [Hu and Meehl, 2009; Scoccimarro et al., 2011] and focus solely on the142

mixing effects.143

Our choice for the average depth to which TC-mixing penetrates is 200 m. In nature,144

this depth varies significantly depending on the local ocean stratification and the charac-145

teristics of a particular storm. Nonetheless, 200 m appears to be a reasonable value for a146

number of applications. For example, mixing induced by hurricane Frances in the Atlantic147

penetrated to about 130 m depth, as measured in the hurricane wake by a deployed array148

of sea floats [D’Asaro et al., 2007]. However, mixing generated by typhoon Kirogi in the149

Western Pacific may have penetrated to depths of about 500 m with the strongest effects150

concentrated in the upper 250 m, as estimated from calculations with an ocean GCM151

forced by observed winds [Sriver, 2010]. Using a simple model for TC-induced mixing,152

Korty et al. [2008] estimated the penetration depth at about 200 m for their experiment153

with moderate concentration of CO2 in the atmosphere and at 300 m for their warm154

climate.155

We perform four perturbed model experiments with different temporal dependence of156

TC-induced mixing, and a control run with no additional mixing. In the experiment157

referred to as ’Permanent’, we specify a diffusivity that remains constant throughout158
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the year. In the other three perturbation experiments the temporal dependence of the159

mixing is given by step functions alternating between ON and OFF stages. In the160

’Seasonal’ experiment a constant mixing is applied only for half a year. In the ’Single-161

event’ experiment mixing occurs once a year and lasts only 5 days. The ’Multiple-event’162

experiment represents 6 major TC a year that last two days each (Fig. 2 and Table163

1). To take into account the seasonality of tropical cyclone activity, TC mixing in these164

three experiments is imposed only during the warm part of the year in each hemisphere165

(summer and fall) with a half-a-year lag between different hemispheres.166

We emphasize that in all perturbed cases the annual mean value of TC-induced diffu-167

sivity remains the same (1 cm2/s, similar to that estimated by Sriver and Huber [2007]).168

Consequently, peak values of the imposed vertical diffusivity for highly intermittent mix-169

ing exceed diffusivity for permanent mixing by two orders of magnitude (Table 1).170

For each perturbed experiment the model is initialized from a 1000 year simulation with171

preindustrial conditions and spun up for 200 years after introducing the time-varying172

vertical diffusivity. Similarly, our control experiment is a 200 year continuation of the173

preindustrial simulation. The results of the experiments will be presented in terms of174

anomalies from the control run, averaged over the last 25 years of calculations.175

3. Results from the climate model

3.1. The time scales of climate response

We start the discussion of the model results with the time series of several essential176

climate indexes that show the transient response of the climate system to introduced mix-177

ing. The time evolution of global mean temperature and the mean top-of-the-atmosphere178

(TOA) radiation flux indicates that the climate system is adjusting to changes in the179
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ocean diffusivity with an e-folding time scale of nearly 30 years (Fig. 3a,b). After 100180

years these variables do not change, except for weak decadal variations. Initially, we see a181

drop in global mean temperatures and a counteracting increase in the TOA radiation flux.182

However, as the TOA radiation imbalance diminishes, the global mean temperature in-183

creases and settles at a value slightly greater than in the control run (by 0.1−0.2�). This184

increase seems to be robust between different experiments, even though its magnitude is185

comparable with the internal variability of the control run.186

Furthermore, the time series of Niño 3.4 index (indicative of the tropical ocean response)187

show that a warm temperature anomaly of substantial magnitude emerges along the188

equator also within the first 30 years of simulations (Fig. 3c). This indicates that the189

initial timescales of the climate response are set by the adjustment of the wind-driven190

circulation and thermal structure of the upper ocean, that occurs on time scales of 20-40191

years [Harper, 2000; Barreiro et al., 2008] controlled by a combination of advective, wave192

and diabatic processes [Boccaletti et al., 2004; Fedorov et al., 2004].193

In contrast to the first three indexes, the index of the AMOC intensity, related to the194

deep ocean circulation, shows a sharp decrease after the additional mixing was imposed,195

but then follows a very slow recovery (Fig. 3d). The deep ocean continues its adjustment196

on longer time scales (centennial to millennial) that should involve diapycnal diffusion197

throughout the global ocean [Wunsch and Heimbach, 2008] and processes in the Southern198

Ocean [Haertel and Fedorov, 2011; Allison et al., 2011].199

Nevertheless, roughly after 100 years of simulation, the atmosphere and the upper ocean200

have gone through their initial adjustment stages and are now experiencing a slow residual201

climate drift (due to the deep ocean adjustment) as well as decadal variability. We, thus,202
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focus our discussions on the dynamics of the upper ocean and the atmosphere, but avoid203

making final conclusions on the state of the AMOC (also see the concluding section).204

3.2. Climate response

All four perturbation experiments produce similar patterns of SST anomalies generated205

by TC-induced mixing (Fig. 4) independent of the exact temporal dependence of the206

mixing: a weak surface cooling at the location of mixing and a warming in other regions207

(mid- and high-latitudes and the equatorial region). The cooling is caused by a greater208

local entrainment of colder waters from below and pumping of warm surface waters into209

the interior of the ocean by the additional mixing [Jansen and Ferrari, 2009; Sriver et al.,210

2008; Sriver and Huber, 2010]. In turn, the warming is caused by the advection of these211

relatively warm waters, pumped down by mixing, and their subsequent upwelling to the212

surface away from the source regions. The warming is amplified by atmospheric feedbacks213

(see below). The overall pattern of the SST response to the anomalous mixing is similar214

to that noted in previous works [Fedorov et al., 2010; Sriver and Huber, 2010].215

The largest SST cooling in the mixing bands is achieved for the Seasonal experiment216

with an average reduction of 0.3� and local values reaching 1� (Fig. 4). Seasonal217

mixing causes a stronger SST change than the permanent mixing, because vertical mixing218

is more efficient in modifying the SSTs during summer, when the thermal stratification219

is stronger and surface waters are warmer. In contrast, during winter mixed layers are220

deep and surface waters are relatively cold, which makes it more difficult to modify SSTs221

by additional mixing. The magnitude of cooling for the Permanent mixing experiment is222

0.2� on average and decreases slightly as the mixing becomes highly intermittent (Table223

1).224
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Perhaps, the most pronounced feature of these experiments is the warming of the cold225

tongue in the eastern equatorial Pacific that can reach magnitudes over 2�. In the Perma-226

nent and Seasonal experiments the warming has similar strengths with a slightly weaker227

warming in the Single and Multiple-event experiments. The cold tongue warming is ampli-228

fied by the weakening of the Walker cell (not shown) via the Bjerknes feedback [Bjerknes,229

1969] and a corresponding reduction in the thermocline slope along the equator (Fig. 5).230

The additional mixing is restricted to a depth of 200 meters, yet, temperature anoma-231

lies are seen as deep as 500 meters (Fig. 5). The warm surface waters, pumped down by232

TC mixing, are advected by the wind-driven ocean circulation as well as diffusing down-233

wards by the unaltered deep background mixing. The subsurface temperature signal is234

again strongest for the Seasonal and the Permanent mixing experiments with temperature235

anomalies reaching magnitudes of 5-10�. The spatial structure of the anomalies is similar236

for all the mixing cases and is characterized by a deepening of the tropical thermocline237

(Fig. 5).238

3.3. Correlation between different experiments

We observe that spatial patterns of the climatological anomalies bare strong similarities239

between different model runs. This brings us back to the question of how good is the240

approximation of intermittent mixing with its annual mean. To address this question, we241

choose the Permanent mixing run as the reference case, and compare it to the runs with242

intermittent mixing with the aim of quantifying the differences and similarities between243

the cases.244

As a representative field for our analysis we use the global spatial pattern of SST245

anomalies. We choose this particular field as it couples the ocean and the atmosphere and246
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reflects changes occurring in both fluids. At any particular instant in time, the magnitudes247

of vertical mixing are different in each run, and so are the SSTs. Therefore, we compare248

time-averaged anomalies, defined here through 25-year running means.249

We find that SST anomalies for the intermittent mixing runs are well correlated with250

anomalies for the Permanent mixing run, with correlation coefficients remaining higher251

than 0.8 throughout the whole integration (Fig. 6a). Although all the runs experience252

a climate drift as well as low frequency variability, these variations occur in a correlated253

way. Furthermore, the correlation coefficients have no negative trends, implying that254

decorrelation time scale between different runs (if decorrelation does occur) is much longer255

than the 200 year integration time.256

The fact that the spatial fields are well correlated, allows us to calculate the relative

magnitudes of SST anomalies in the intermittent mixing experiments with respect to

SST anomalies for permanent mixing. We assume the following relation between SST

anomalies for each run:

∆SST = α∆SSTperm + err (1)

where ∆SST and ∆SSTperm are SST anomalies for different intermittent mixing runs and

for the Permanent mixing run, respectively, α is the relative magnitude of the anomaly,

and err is the error of such approximation. The regression coefficient α is computed as

α =
〈∆SST ·∆SSTperm〉

〈∆SSTperm ·∆SSTperm〉
(2)

where the operator 〈·〉 denotes a dot product between the two fields (weighted by the sur-257

face area). When computing these coefficients we actually subtract the means (relatively258

small) from the SST anomalies. Obviously, for the Permanent mixing experiment, α = 1259
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and err ≡ 0. For the intermittent mixing experiments, α shows the relative magnitude of260

SST anomalies with respect to the Permanent mixing run.261

These coefficients stay relatively constant in time after the initial adjustment period262

(Fig. 6b), which allows us to evaluate the relative magnitude of SST anomalies in dif-263

ferent experiments. Accordingly, anomalies in the Seasonal experiment have almost the264

same magnitude as the Permanent case (α ≈ 1). The Multiple-event and Single-event ex-265

periments show relative magnitudes of 72% and 62%, respectively over the last 100 years266

(Table 1). The root-mean-squared error of such a representation lies between 0.2-0.3�267

for the whole duration of the experiments, which implies that approximating the gross268

effects of intermittent mixing with appropriately scaled permanent mixing will produce269

a relatively small error (a factor of 2 or 3 smaller than the natural decadal variability of270

SST anomalies).271

3.4. Oceanic and Atmospheric overturning circulations and heat transports

Changes in ocean temperatures are paralleled by anomalies in surface heat fluxes and272

hence in ocean poleward heat transport (Fig. 7). The ocean heat uptake increases in the273

regions of additional mixing, which results in two major effects – a stronger ocean heat274

transport to mid and high latitudes (as suggested by Emanuel [2001]) and anomalous275

heat convergence towards the equator (as noted by Jansen and Ferrari [2009] and Fedorov276

et al. [2010]). The strongest ocean heat transport anomalies are produced by seasonal277

mixing; it is harder to distinguish between the other cases because of decadal variability.278

The peak anomalous heat transport by the ocean reaches 0.15− 0.25PW , which roughly279

matches the estimates by Sriver and Huber [2007].280
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The observed increase in ocean heat transport is largely due to changes in the amount of281

heat transported by the shallow wind-driven circulation, rather than the deep overturning282

circulation. In fact, we observe an initial weakening of the AMOC (Fig. 3d) possibly283

caused by the surface warming of the Norwegian sea (Fig. 4) which has a stabilizing effect284

on convection. However, the integration time of our experiments is not sufficient to reach285

an equilibrium, and at the end of 200 year simulation the AMOC still exhibits a trend286

towards higher values. Whether the AMOC eventually returns to its undisturbed strength,287

or perhaps intensifies in agreement with the hypothesis of Emanuel [2001], is unclear. A288

definite answer to this question will require several thousand years of calculations.289

It is important that SST changes, specifically an increase in the meridional temperature290

gradient between the subtropics and the equatorial region, cause the intensification of the291

atmospheric Hadley circulation (Fig. 8). As a result, anomalies in oceanic heat transport292

are partially compensated by the atmosphere (Fig. 7) in a manner reminiscent of Bjerknes293

compensation [Bjerknes, 1964; Shaffrey and Sutton, 2006]. For example, whereas the294

ocean carries more heat towards the equator, the stronger Hadley circulation transports295

more heat away from the equator. Consequently, changes in oceanic heat transport of296

nearly 0.3 PW do not necessarily represent changes in the total heat transport by the297

system (Fig. 7c), which stays below 0.1 PW.298

Nevertheless, a substantial fraction of oceanic heat transport remains uncompensated299

as a stronger poleward heat transport by the ocean induces the atmospheric water vapor300

feedback in mid to high latitudes and a decrease in global albedo related to changes in301

low clouds and/or sea ice [Herweijer et al., 2005]. Such changes result in a slight increase302
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of global mean temperature (0.1 - 0.2 �) in all the experiments with enhanced mixing303

(Table 1).304

Finally, one of the consequences of the stronger winds associated with the more intense305

Hadley circulation is the strengthening of the ocean shallow overturning circulation – the306

subtropical cells (STC) in Fig. 8. This strengthening of the STC appears to moderate the307

warming of the equatorial cold tongue but is not able to reverse ocean heat convergence308

towards the equator.309

4. A simple model for the upper ocean thermal structure with TC mixing

4.1. Formulation of the model

To investigate further the ocean sensitivity to intermittent mixing, here we formulate a310

simple one-dimensional model describing the gross thermal structure of the upper ocean311

when subjected to anomalous mixing events. The model equations for the vertical tem-312

perature profile in the subtropical ocean T = T (z, t) are as follows313

Tt = (κTz)z − γ(T − T ∗) (3a)

κTz = −αs(T − Ts), z = 0 (3b)

κTz = αb(T − Tb), z = −H (3c)

This is a heat transfer equation with horizontal advection parameterized as a restoring314

term, −γ(T −T ∗). The restoring time scale, γ−1 = 10yr, is chosen to represent advection315

by the wind-driven subtropical cell (STC) in the Pacific. The upstream temperature316
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profile T ∗ is obtained as a steady state solution of equation (1) with a constant background317

diffusivity, κ0, and no advective restoring. Thus, the restoring profile T ∗ is also a steady318

state solution of the full system, which will be used as the background profile to compare319

solutions corresponding to different forms of intermittent mixing. In the coupled climate320

model both the strength of the circulation and the upstream profile change a little in321

response to the additional mixing, but we will neglect such effects here.322

Atmospheric heat fluxes at the ocean surface are parameterized by restoring the surface323

temperature to a prescribed atmospheric temperature, Ts (30�). At the bottom of the324

integration domain (H = 300m), the temperature is restored to a deep ocean temperature,325

Td (10�), which is set by the deep ocean circulation. The restoring time scales (or326

piston velocities, e.g. Griffies et al. [2005]) are α−1
s = 0.3 m/day at the surface and327

α−1
d = 0.08m/day at the bottom of the domain. These values are chosen in such a way328

that a surface temperature anomaly caused by a mixing event would be restored roughly329

within two weeks and temperature anomalies at the bottom of the domain within two330

months (in terms of e-folding time scales).331

The time-dependent vertical diffusivity consists of two components: a background dif-

fusivity, κ0 (0.1 cm
2/s) and an intermittent diffusivity, κ′(t), replicating the effect of TC

(with the annual mean value of 1 cm2/s above 200 m, zero below). For simplicity, we

neglect the seasonal cycle and restrict the form of κ′(t) to a periodic step function with

an ON/OFF behavior:

κ′(t+ τ) = κ′(t) =

{
κon, 0 < t ≤ rτ

0, rτ < t ≤ τ
(4)

The period, τ , of the TC-induced diffusivity is chosen to be one year, yielding one event332

per year. The parameter, r, is a measure of the mixing intermittency - it indicates the333
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fraction of the year that the TC-mixing is ON . Note that additional vertical diffusivity334

during the ON stage (κon) is normalized by r, so that the annual mean diffusivity stays335

constant for all experiments.336

The parameter r provides a link to the coupled model simulations, in which r = 1 for the337

Permanent case, r = 0.5 for the Seasonal, and r = 0.01 for the Single-event (the Multiple-338

event case does not have a direct analogue in this framework). The model is integrated339

numerically for a broad range of parameter r (between 0.003− 1) using a finite-difference340

scheme with a vertical resolution of 5 meters and an adaptive time step. Each experiment341

lasts for 200 years to match the coupled model experiments and to insure that statistical342

properties of this system are equilibrated.343

4.2. Idealized model results

The steady state solution of equation (3) without additional diffusion describes an344

ocean with a linearly decreasing temperature (Fig. 9a, dashed line). Adding permanent345

diffusivity (r = 1) in the upper 200m leads to a substantial cooling at the surface and346

a warming at depth (Fig. 9a, solid black line). Note, that warm anomalies penetrate347

to depths below 200 m where no additional mixing is applied. This is a result of slow348

diffusion due to the model original background diffusivity. The penetration depth (Lp)349

is dictated by the balance between vertical diffusion and advective restoring with the350

following scaling: Lp ∼
√

κ0/γ. This gives a penetration depth of 170 m below the351

additional mixing, which is in rough agreement with the climate model, where strong352

temperature anomalies are observed at depths of 400-500 m.353

When the additional diffusivity varies with time (r < 1), so does the temperature profile.354

During the interval when the transient mixing is ON , the temperature profile becomes355
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more uniform with depth (Fig. 9a, dark blue line). However, during the OFF stage this356

profile gradually relaxes towards the undisturbed temperature distribution (Fig. 9a, light357

blue line). Thus, the intermittent mixing causes large oscillations in ocean temperature.358

When averaged, these oscillations produce persistent cold anomalies at the ocean surface359

and warm anomalies at depth. The horizontal advection of these warm subsurface tem-360

perature anomalies generates anomalous heat transport (∆HF ), which eventually leads361

to the warming in the equatorial cold tongue and of mid and high latitudes.362

The largest SST cooling (∆SST ) is achieved for constant TC mixing (r = 1). As the363

mixing becomes more intermittent (r < 1), the magnitude of the SST change decreases364

(Fig. 9b, blue line). In the limit of very small r (highly intermittent mixing), the average365

SST anomaly is reduced roughly by 30− 40%, but nevertheless remains significant; that366

is, short but strong mixing events are indeed important. The magnitude of the anomalous367

heat transport follows roughly the same dependence on r (Fig. 9b, red line).368

Overall, such behavior is consistent with the coupled model, implying that TC-induced369

climate changes are directly related to thermal anomalies generated locally by TC mixing.370

The magnitude of the changes depends on how intermittent the mixing is, but only to a371

moderate extent. Both the simple and coupled climate models suggest that parameteri-372

zations of TC as a source of permanent mixing may lead to an overestimation of climate373

impacts of tropical cyclones, but will have the correct spatial pattern.374

5. Discussions and conclusions

This study investigates the global climate impacts of temporally variable upper ocean375

mixing induced by tropical cyclones using a global ocean-atmosphere coupled model and a376

simple heat transfer model of the upper ocean. The time-averaged temperature anomalies377
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in the coupled model show robust spatial patterns in response to additional vertical mix-378

ing. Specifically, we observe a weak surface cooling at the location of the mixing (∼ 0.3�),379

a strong warming of the equatorial cold tongue (∼ 2�), and a moderate warming in mid-380

to high- latitudes (0.5 − 1�). We also observe a deepening of the tropical thermocline381

with subsurface temperature anomalies extending to 500 m. These and other changes,382

summarized in Table 1, are consistent between the different experiments.383

Additional mixing leads to an enhanced oceanic heat transport (on the order of 0.2PW )384

from the regions of increased mixing towards high latitudes and the equatorial region. This385

effect is partially compensated by the atmosphere, resulting in smaller changes in the total386

heat transport. An increase of the ocean poleward heat transport agrees with the original387

idea of Emanuel [2001]. However, it is largely due to the transport by the wind-driven,388

rather than the thermohaline circulation. There is also a small increase in global mean389

temperature (∼ 0.2�), associated with the greater ocean heat transport (for a discussion390

see Herweijer et al. [2005]).391

The magnitude of the climate response to enhanced mixing depends not only on the392

time-averaged value of the added diffusivity, but also on its temporal dependence. In our393

coupled climate model, a Single-event mixing produces a roughly 40% weaker response394

than Permanent mixing (with the same annual mean diffusivity). This result is reproduced395

by our simple one-dimensional heat transfer model for the upper ocean with a time-396

dependent vertical diffusivity. The simple model shows a similar reduction of the local397

SST anomaly and the anomalous heat transport from the mixing region when we decrease398

the fraction of the year with mixing.399
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The presence of the seasonal cycle in the coupled model amplifies the impact of tropical400

cyclones as they occur during summer, when warm surface temperatures are favorable for401

pumping heat into the interior of the ocean. In our coupled model this effect apparently402

overcomes the effect of seasonality described by Jansen et al. [2010], who emphasized heat403

release from the ocean back to the atmosphere during winter that could weaken ocean404

thermal anomalies. Their mechanism appears to be more important for relatively weak405

cyclones generating shallow mixing, and not for stronger cyclones that contribute to the406

mixing most.407

To address the issue of the model dependency of our conclusions we performed several408

additional experiments with the Community Earth System Model (CESM), which is a409

newer version of the model that we used initially (CCSM3). Important differences between410

the models include the implementation of the near surface eddy flux parameterization411

[Ferrari et al., 2008; Danabasoglu et al., 2008] and a new sea ice component in CESM. Also,412

we used a lower-resolution version of the new model as compared to CCSM3. The results413

of the new experiments are very similar to the prior experiments, showing the equatorial414

warming and the deepening of the thermocline, the cooling of the subtropical bands, and415

the strengthening of the shallow overturning circulation in the ocean and the Hadley416

cells in the atmosphere. The patterns of generated climatological SST anomalies remain417

well correlated between different mixing runs, with highly intermittent mixing having418

a somewhat weaker response. The only major difference concerns the AMOC behavior419

and SST changes in the high-latitude northern Atlantic – in the new model the AMOC420

intensity does not change in response to additional mixing. The persistent warming of421

the Norwegian Sea, observed in CCSM, is replaced by a surface cooling balanced by a422
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density compensating freshwater anomaly. These effects are probably due to the new sea423

ice model or the lower model resolution – the question of their robustness goes beyond424

the scope of the present paper.425

The consistent spatial patterns of the climate response to transient mixing suggest that426

in coupled climate simulations a highly-intermittent upper ocean mixing can be repre-427

sented by adding permanent or constant seasonal mixing, perhaps rescaled appropriately.428

Several other relevant questions remain beyond the scope of this study, including the429

role of spatial variations of the TC-induced mixing and the adiabatic effects of their430

cyclonic winds on oceanic circulation through Ekman upwelling. It is also feasible that431

for present-day climate our results actually give the upper bound on the climate response432

to tropical cyclones. A critical issue is the average depth of mixing penetration – choosing433

a depth significantly shallower than 200m for the experiments would dampen the overall434

signal. Restricting the zonal extent of the mixing bands in each ocean basin, more in line435

with observations, would also reduce the signal.436

Ultimately, simulations with TC-resolving climate models will be necessary to fully437

understand the role of tropical cyclones in climate. However, the current generation of438

GCMs are only slowly approaching this limit and are still unable to reproduce many439

characteristics of the observed hurricanes, especially of the strongest storms critical for440

the ocean mixing [e.g. Gualdi et al. [2008], Scoccimarro et al. [2011], and P.L. Vidale,441

personal communication].442
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Figure 1: (top) The annual mean sea surface temperature and (bottom) ocean temperature533

along 180° W as a function of depth; both panels are for the control simulation. In the pertur-534

bation experiments additional mixing will be imposed in the zonal bands 8°-40° N and S in the535

upper 200 m of the ocean as indicated by the shading.536

Figure 2: Relative duration and magnitude of the added vertical diffusivity that replicates TC-537

induced mixing in different experiments with the climate model (Permanent, Seasonal, Multiple-538

event and Single-event). The regions where additional mixing is imposed in perturbation exper-539

iments are shown in Fig. 1. For further details, see Table 1.540

Figure 3: The time evolution of global mean temperature, top-of-the-atmosphere radiation541

imbalance, the Niño 3.4 SST, and the AMOC intensity in different experiments, including the542

control run (orange line), as simulated by the climate model. A 25-year running mean has been543

applied. Note that the atmospheric data were saved only for the last 150 years of the Control544

simulation.545

Figure 4: Sea surface temperature anomalies in the four different perturbation experiments546

with added vertical diffusivity. From top to bottom: Permanent, Seasonal, Multiple-event and547

Single-event experiments. Anomalies are calculated with respect to the Control run and averaged548

over the last 25 years of calculations.549

Figure 5: Temperature anomalies in the ocean as a function of depth along the equator550

(left panels) and along 180°W (right panels) for different perturbation experiments. From top551

to bottom: Permanent, Seasonal, Multiple-event and Single-event experiments. The solid and552

dashed black lines denote the position of the 20� isotherm (a proxy for the tropical thermocline553

depth) in the perturbation experiments and control run, respectively. Note the deepening of the554

tropical thermocline, the reduction of the thermocline slope along the equator, and the strong555
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subsurface temperature anomalies that extend to depths of about 500 m. Ocean diffusivity is556

modified in the upper 200m in the subtropical bands 8°-40° N/S (gray regions). Anomalies are557

calculated with respect to the Control run and averaged over the last 25 years of calculations.558

Figure 6: (a) Temporal changes of the correlation coefficients evaluated between annual mean559

SST anomalies in the transient mixing experiments and those in the Permanent mixing run. (b)560

The same but for the regression coefficient α. These coefficients indicate how close to each other561

the SST anomalies in different experiments are.562

Figure 7: Anomalous northward heat transport (OHT) by the ocean (top), the atmosphere563

(middle), and the entire ocean-atmosphere system (bottom) for different perturbation experi-564

ments. Thick gray lines on the horizontal axis indicate the latitudinal extent of the regions with565

enhanced mixing; the magnitude of decadal changes in the heat transport does not exceed 0.05566

PW.567

Figure 8: (a,d) The zonally averaged atmospheric and oceanic circulations in the control568

run (the Hadley cells and the STC, respectively) and their anomalies in the Permanent mixing569

(b,e) and Single-event (c,f) experiments. Note the strengthening of both the atmospheric and570

shallow oceanic meridional overturning cells. Anomalies are averaged over the last 25 years of571

calculations.572

Figure 9: (a) Temperature profiles as a function of depth obtained as solutions of the simple573

one-dimensional model with no additional mixing (dashed line) and with the addition of per-574

manent mixing (solid black line). For comparison, also shown are temperature profiles for an575

experiment with r = 0.05 directly after the mixing event (dark blue line) and after the restoring576

period (light blue line). (b) Anomalies in surface temperature and ocean heat transport esti-577
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mated from the simple model for different values of the parameter r. The mean value of the578

imposed diffusivity (1 cm2/s) remains the same for all r.579

Table 1: The main characteristics and results of different perturbation experiments: duration580

of the imposed mixing (Ton, Toff ), maximum imposed vertical diffusivity (Dmax), peak anoma-581

lies in ocean heat transport (OHT ), mean SST changes within the mixing bands (SSTb), the582

maximum warming of the cold tongue (SSTct), anomalies in global mean surface air temperature583

(Tgm), and the regression coefficient (α) between SST anomalies in the transient mixing experi-584

ments and those in the Permanent mixing run. All properties are the average of the last 25 years585

of simulation, except the coefficient α which is the average of the last 100 years.586
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Annual Mean Sea Surface Temperature (˚C)

Figure 1. (top) The annual mean sea surface temperature and (bottom) ocean temperature

along 180° W as a function of depth; both panels are for the control simulation. In the pertur-

bation experiments additional mixing will be imposed in the zonal bands 8°-40° N and S in the

upper 200 m of the ocean as indicated by the shading.
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Figure 2. Relative duration and magnitude of the added vertical diffusivity that repli-

cates TC-induced mixing in different experiments with the climate model (Permanent, Seasonal,

Multiple-event and Single-event). The regions where additional mixing is imposed in perturbation

experiments are shown in Fig. 1. For further details, see Table 1.
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Figure 3. The time evolution of global mean temperature, top-of-the-atmosphere radiation

imbalance, the Niño 3.4 SST, and the AMOC intensity in different experiments, including the

control run (orange line), as simulated by the climate model. A 25-year running mean has been

applied. Note that the atmospheric data were saved only for the last 150 years of the Control

simulation.
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Figure 4. Sea surface temperature anomalies in the four different perturbation experiments

with added vertical diffusivity. From top to bottom: Permanent, Seasonal, Multiple-event and

Single-event experiments. Anomalies are calculated with respect to the Control run and averaged

over the last 25 years of calculations.
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Figure 5. Temperature anomalies in the ocean as a function of depth along the equator

(left panels) and along 180°W (right panels) for different perturbation experiments. From top

to bottom: Permanent, Seasonal, Multiple-event and Single-event experiments. The solid and

dashed black lines denote the position of the 20� isotherm (a proxy for the tropical thermocline

depth) in the perturbation experiments and control run, respectively. Note the deepening of the

tropical thermocline, the reduction of the thermocline slope along the equator, and the strong

subsurface temperature anomalies that extend to depths of about 500 m. Ocean diffusivity is

modified in the upper 200m in the subtropical bands 8°-40° N/S (gray regions). Anomalies are

calculated with respect to the Control run and averaged over the last 25 years of calculations.
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Figure 6. (a) Temporal changes of the correlation coefficients evaluated between annual mean

SST anomalies in the transient mixing experiments and those in the Permanent mixing run. (b)

The same but for the regression coefficient α. These coefficients indicate how close to each other

the SST anomalies in different experiments are.
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Figure 7. Anomalous northward heat transport (OHT) by the ocean (top), the atmosphere

(middle), and the entire ocean-atmosphere system (bottom) for different perturbation experi-

ments. Thick gray lines on the horizontal axis indicate the latitudinal extent of the regions with

enhanced mixing; the magnitude of decadal changes in the heat transport does not exceed 0.05

PW.
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Figure 8. (a,d) The zonally averaged atmospheric and oceanic circulations in the control

run (the Hadley cells and the STC, respectively) and their anomalies in the Permanent mixing

(b,e) and Single-event (c,f) experiments. Note the strengthening of both the atmospheric and

shallow oceanic meridional overturning cells. Anomalies are averaged over the last 25 years of

calculations.
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Figure 9. (a) Temperature profiles as a function of depth obtained as solutions of the

simple one-dimensional model with no additional mixing (dashed line) and with the addition

of permanent mixing (solid black line). For comparison, also shown are temperature profiles

for an experiment with r = 0.05 directly after the mixing event (dark blue line) and after the

restoring period (light blue line). (b) Anomalies in surface temperature and ocean heat transport

estimated from the simple model for different values of the parameter r. The mean value of the

imposed diffusivity (1 cm2/s) remains the same for all r.
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Table 1. The main characteristics and results of different perturbation experiments: duration

of the imposed mixing (Ton, Toff ), maximum imposed vertical diffusivity (Dmax), peak anoma-

lies in ocean heat transport (OHT ), mean SST changes within the mixing bands (SSTb), the

maximum warming of the cold tongue (SSTct), anomalies in global mean surface air temperature

(Tgm), and the regression coefficient (α) between SST anomalies in the transient mixing experi-

ments and those in the Permanent mixing run. All properties are the average of the last 25 years

of simulation, except the coefficient α which is the average of the last 100 years.

Mixing Cases Ton Toff Dmax OHT SSTb SSTct Tm α
cm2/s PW � � �

Permanent 12 months 0 months 1 0.12 -0.19 2.3 0.11 1.00
Seasonal 6 months 6 months 2 0.21 -0.30 2.2 0.09 0.99
Multiple Events 2 days 28 day 30 0.16 -0.14 1.7 0.19 0.72
Single Event 5 days 360 days 73 0.13 -0.03 1.7 0.09 0.62
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